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The Yasmine range breathes new life into the legacy of Indian carpets, offering a fresh 
perspective on their utility and aesthetic appeal within the realm of furniture. Yasmine is 
inspired by the enchanting tales of Aladdin, the collection seamlessly marries the timeless 
allure of artisanal hand-woven Cocoon Fine Rugs with the essential & meaningful design 
by AKFD. Each piece is meticulously crafted to harmonize the intricate beauty of the rugs 
with the functional needs of contemporary living spaces. With the collaboration of design 
and craftsmanship, the Yasmine Furniture Range transcends conventional boundaries, 
transforming furniture into captivating works of art. The hand-woven rugs, with their 
exquisite patterns and textures, lend an air of opulence and cultural depth to every piece.



BREATHING LIFE INTO 
THE TALES OF 
ALADDIN, OFFERING A 
TRULY EXQUISITE 
LOUNGING 
EXPERIENCE THAT 
TRANSCENDS 
IMAGINATION.

~ YASMINE COLLECTION 





YASMINE CHAISE LOUNGE



PRODUCT DETAILS

MATERIAL AND FINISHES

UPHOLSTERING  FINISHES

MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL:Brass

Carpet 3Carpet 2Carpet 1

22.2’’

36.2’’

31.2’’



YASMINE BENCH HIGH &
YASMINE BENCH LOW



MATERIAL AND FINISHES

UPHOLSTERING  FINISHES

PRODUCT DETAILS

MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Brass        

Carpet 4Carpet 2 Carpet 3Carpet 1

18.3’’

17.7’’

55.3’’

50’’

18.3’’

15.4’’



YASMINE DAY BED



MATERIAL AND FINISHES

UPHOLSTERING  FINISHES

PRODUCT DETAILS

MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Brass    

Carpet 3Carpet 2Carpet 1

75.6’’

24.6’’

22.7’’



YASMINE LOUNGER ROUND



MATERIAL AND FINISHES

UPHOLSTERING  FINISHES

PRODUCT DETAILS

MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Brass      

Carpet 3Carpet 2Carpet 1

71.3’’57.5’’

27.2’’



YASMINE OTTOMAN



MATERIAL AND FINISHES

UPHOLSTERING  FINISHES

PRODUCT DETAILS

MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Powder coat        MATERIAL: Brass   

Carpet 3Carpet 2Carpet 1

48’’47.7’’

14.1’’



Embracing Subtle Variations: Please be aware that the handcrafted nature of our rugs means 
that each design may exhibit minor, delightful variations from the original, contributing to 
their unique and exceptional character. 



Cocoon Fine Rugs is an award-winning premier carpet brand based out of Mumbai, India 
and is recognized for its sophisticated, modern designs and unique interpretation of 
classic Persian rugs produced using only the finest raw materials.Cocoon has flagship 
galleries in Mumbai, Bangalore, Jaipur and Kolkata and the beautiful galleries house 
exclusive contemporary rugs as well as oriental carpets with a fresh twist. Each piece is 
hand-made and created with love using the finest natural materials including pure silk 
and wool.The signature collections are an influence from Ayush and Smriti’s personal 
travels around the world including Barcelona, Paris, Chicago and London. Besides carrying 
their own in-house collections, the brand also collaborates with leading interior designers 
and fashion houses like Ashiesh Shah, Studio PKA, Falguni Shane Peacock and JJ Valaya 
to name a few.

An interdisciplinary award-winning lifestyle design studio and enterprise committed to 
the development of ideas using traditional crafts. Here, meaningfully handmade is a part 
of everyday life. AnanTaya-AKFD’s products are a unique convergence of India’s past and 
present activated by the efforts of awarded designers collaborating with skilled artisans. 
Led by the designer & architect duo Ayush & Geetanjali Kasliwal, the team handles a vast 
variety of projects, from craft-based products, and spaces to large-scale projects like the 
Mudra installation at T3 International Terminal, Delhi. Through innovative design and use 
of materials including repurposed elements in Furniture, Lighting, and Interior accessories, 
the enterprise promotes women’s empowerment and supports livelihoods for artisanal 
communities. They collaborate with Architects and Specifiers to develop Bespoke 
Furniture, Lighting, and Installations. The hallmark of the practice is meticulous attention 
to detail and deep involvement in the functionality of the products & spaces. The business, 
designing, manufacturing, and marketing model demonstrates how handmade converges 
with small batch production to come up with the finest in Modern Indian Design winning 
awards like EDIDA Designer of the Year, UNESCO Seal of Excellence, etc. Together they 
have a vision to positively impact the lives of a million artisans.
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https://akfdstudio.com/ https://www.cocooncarpets.com/

https://akfdstudio.com/
https://www.cocooncarpets.com/





